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Here you can find the menu of B5 Black Toeoeloentori in Helsinki. At the moment, there are 17 courses and
drinks on the food list. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What Мария Коломоец likes

about B5 Black Toeoeloentori:
I haven’t eaten burgers for a very long time, as a rule, this is a heavy meal, few people know how to cook a really
tasty burger, and as a rule, no one ever eats them up. Decided to give it a try and don't regret it. It's just a delight!
Crispy crust, juicy beef, delicious sauce, fresh herbs, purple onions and pickled cucumbers. The description itself

makes me salivate. I changed my mind about burgers in general. Als... read more. The premises in the
restaurant are wheelchair accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or physiological limitations,

Depending on the weather conditions, you can also sit outside and have something. What Rauli Helin doesn't
like about B5 Black Toeoeloentori:

The right location... IF you can stay in Leepi. In their sausage pan, it's really like the former nakki kiosk style,
badly shriveled oversalted sausage cooks. Service: Dine in Meal type: Lunch Price per person: €15–20 Food: 2
Service: 3 Atmosphere: 4 Recommended dishes: Lohikeitto read more. A selection of tasty seafood dishes is

dished out by the B5 Black Toeoeloentori from Helsinki, You can also unwind at the bar with a cool beer or other
alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks. Typically, the burgers of this establishment are served as highlights along

with sides like fries, salads or wedges, The dishes are usually prepared for you in a short time and fresh.
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Alcoholi� Drink�
BEER

Starter� & Salad�
FRIES

Breade� Specia� Roll�
APPLES

Coffe�
COFFEE

M�Caf�® Coffee�
ICED COFFEE

Salad�
COLESLAW

MISTA

Past�
PASTA CARBONARA

CARBONARA

Ingredient� Use�
BEEF

SAUSAGE

ONIONS

MEAT

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

PASTA

BREAD

BURGER
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